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Trainingseries

We keep up with the trend of the times, integrate the most advanced 

design elements at any time, and break through the limitations of 

tradition. 

With modern and simple modeling art, it is just right embellished in the 

modern style office furniture, reflecting its unique charm.
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The countertop is made of 25mm thick "standard" brand particle board texture 

and matched with 2mm thick high-quality PVC edge banding. The thin edge 

bevel process is made of high-quality Anshan steel plates. The columns are 

made of Fenglu brand aluminum profiles. The baffles are made of 1.0mm steel 

plates. Laser cutting and bending molding are made of high-end steel plates. 

The new wire-controlled folding mechanism of the universal nylon silent brake 

wheel has a multi-speed locking function and can be folded at will. It is equipped 

with a high-end countertop balancer and the combination splicing has high 

smoothness.
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In today's increasingly diversified fashion, we always maintain the 

design concept of keeping pace with the times, so that the 

products can bring customers the appreciation of taste in addition 

to the original use value.
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即造就出类拔萃的精品，又展现了当代设计
艺术的主流趋势。

That is to create outstanding products, 
and show the mainstream trend of 
contemporary design art.

做工细致，设计专业，简约大气，各个细节都

经过精心筛选以保证高品质的水准。

Careful workmanship, professional design, 
simple atmosphere, each detail has been 
carefully screened to ensure the high 
quality of the level.

Romantic and fashionable personality let people 
forget the hustle and bustle of the city, only enjoy in 
the quiet environment, experience the quality and 
charm.

A L

Careful workmanship, professional design, 
simple atmosphere, each detail has been 
carefully screened to ensure the high 
quality of the level.
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Through the perfect design, it shows its unique style.



FOLDING TABLE  MATCHING

STRIP TABLE  MATCHING

TRAINING TABLE  MATCHING
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AD-GRM-306-14  1400W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-306-16 1600W*600D*750H

FOLDING TABLE：

AD-GRM-306-12 1200W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-312-12 1200W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-312-14  1400W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-312-16       1600W*600D*750H

AD-GRM-312-14  1400W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-312-16       1600W*600D*750H

TRAINING TABLE： TRAINING TABLE (CUSTOM)：: TRAINING TABLE (CUSTOM)：:

AD-GRM-312-12        1200W*550D*750H AD-GRM-312-12 1200W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-312-14 1400W*550D*750H

AD-GRM-312-16          1600W*600D*750H

STRIP TABLE : STRIP TABLE : PODIUM：

AD-TZ0812 1200W*450D*750H AD-TY-C0314Y-1 1400W*500D*750H AD-JT007 900W*550D*1015H

AD-TZ0814 1400W*450D*750H AD-TY-C0312-1 1200W*500D*750H
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